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Summary
Each human genome includes de novo mutations that arose during gametogenesis. While these germline mutations represent a funda-

mental source of new genetic diversity, they can also create deleterious alleles that impact fitness. Whereas the rate and patterns of point

mutations in the human germline are nowwell understood, far less is known about the frequency and features that impact de novo struc-

tural variants (dnSVs). We report a family-based study of germline mutations among 9,599 human genomes from 33 multigenerational

CEPH-Utah families and 2,384 families from the Simons Foundation Autism Research Initiative. We find that de novo structural muta-

tions detected by alignment-based, short-readWGS occur at an overall rate of at least 0.160 events per genome in unaffected individuals,

and we observe a significantly higher rate (0.206 per genome) in ASD-affected individuals. In both probands and unaffected samples,

nearly 73% of de novo structural mutations arose in paternal gametes, and we predict most de novo structural mutations to be caused

by mutational mechanisms that do not require sequence homology. After multiple testing correction, we did not observe a statistically

significant correlation between parental age and the rate of de novo structural variation in offspring. These results highlight that a spec-

trum of mutational mechanisms contribute to germline structural mutations and that these mechanisms most likely have markedly

different rates and selective pressures than those leading to point mutations.
Introduction

Several mechanisms, including replication infidelity,1–3

genomic damage,4–6 non-allelic recombination,7 and dou-

ble-strand break repair,8 are known to create de novo muta-

tions (DNMs) in the human germline. These mutations

contribute to genomic diversity and often are primary tar-

gets in the analysis of rare, dominant genetic disorders.

There is therefore a long-standing interest in understand-

ing the frequency at which DNMs occur and the patterns

that affect these rates. Numerous studies have measured

the rate of germline de novo single-nucleotide variants

(dnSNVs) and small insertion-deletion mutations (indels)

at approximately 70 events per individual,9–13 and it has

been established that themajority of these small point mu-

tations arise on the paternal gamete. The frequency of sin-

gle-nucleotide and insertion-deletion DNMs increases with

parental age, especially paternal age.9,12,14–18

In contrast, precise estimates of germline mutations

affecting the structure of the human genome (structural

variants [SVs]) have been far more difficult to discern. De

novo SVs (dnSVs) largely arise from mutational mecha-

nisms that are distinct from those responsible for point
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mutations. The larger size of SVs, defined here and in

many other studies as variants affecting at least 50 base

pairs, increases the likelihood that any given SV will

impact protein-coding genes or other critical genomic re-

gions. Understanding the selective constraints on dnSV-

specific mechanisms is essential because a broad spectrum

of balanced, unbalanced, and complex structural muta-

tions are known to underlie many developmental disor-

ders.19–24 However, dnSVs are predicted to occur several

hundred-fold less frequently than point mutations,11

requiring a much larger sample size to achieve accurate es-

timates of dnSV rates.

The inherent challenge of accurately identifying SVs

further complicates the measurement of dnSV rates. The

short-reads that comprise most large whole-genome

sequencing (WGS) datasets yield high false positive and

false negative rates,25–28 as paired-end short-read align-

ments cannot always reveal the complete structure of an

SV. Most SV detection algorithms29–32 screen for clusters

of split alignments and paired-end reads with discordant

strand orientation or insert sizes, while SVs that alter

copy number are also detectable through the changes in

sequence depth for the variant region.33–35
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Repetitive genomic regions obfuscate SV calling by

creating inconsistent or inaccurate read alignments, which

can cause false negatives by attenuating the alignment sig-

nals supporting true SVs. These regions can also produce a

high rate of false positive SV signals.25 Long-read

sequencing technologies and de novo assembly promise

to address some of these challenges and greatly improve

the accuracy and sensitivity of SV detection;28 unfortu-

nately, they remain prohibitively expensive for most

large-scale analyses. Detection of SVs in repetitive regions

is critical for understanding dnSV rates, as multiple homol-

ogy-mediated mechanisms have been shown to drive SV

formation, including those arising fromnon-allelic homol-

ogous recombination (NAHR)36–38 and those derived from

mechanisms dependent on minimal sequence homology,

such as fork stalling and template switching (FoSTeS39)

and microhomology-mediated break-induced replication

(MMBIR40). Identifying these variants from short-read

WGS, as well as those resulting from repair mechanisms

that do not require sequence homology, such as non-ho-

mologous end joining,41 requires exhaustive SV calling

through the application of multiple algorithms11,42 and

extensive curation of SV predictions to remove false posi-

tives.43,44 Despite these efforts, some SVs remain undetect-

able via short-read WGS.28 These inaccessible variants

display sequence contexts distinct from those that can be

captured by both short-read and long-read technologies,

and estimates of dnSV rates utilizing such data are there-

fore lower bounds on the true SV mutation rate.45

Because of these complications, there is greater variance

in estimates of dnSV rates than for single-nucleotide

DNMs. Early studies from microarray technology esti-

mated that one very large (greater than 300 kb) de novo

copy number variant (CNV) occurs once in every 98

births.46 More recent studies with higher resolution

short-read WGS in trio and quartet families observed one

dnSV per 5–6 births,11,47 and estimates from larger popula-

tion-based sequencing analyses were higher still at one

dnSV per approximately 3.5 births.42 Differences in these

estimates reflect variability in sample sizes, sequencing

technologies, SV calling methodology, and approaches to

estimating dnSV mutation rates (e.g., direct observation

versus estimations via principles of population genetics),

which highlights the challenges inherent to establishing

precise estimates of a human dnSV rate from short-read

WGS technologies.

Estimating the rate of mutations arising from mobile

element insertions (MEIs) that are still active in the human

genome has also been challenging. MEI mutation rates are

important to understand given their ability to impact hu-

man phenotypes by creating CNVs through non-allelic ho-

mologous recombination48 or by interrupting genes

through retrotransposition.49,50 A recent study in a cohort

of 33 large families identified 26 de novo MEI events51 and

estimated LINE1 (L1) and SVA (SINE-VNTR-Alu) retrotrans-

position rates at about 1/63 births, while the rate of AluY

retrotranspositions was measured at about 1/40 births.
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Additional investigation of de novoMEIs with larger cohort

sizes and more MEIs will help to refine these estimates.

dnSVs are known to play a role in the genetic etiology of

sporadic autism spectrum disorder (ASD), and multiple pre-

vious studies have shown that simplex ASD-affected indi-

viduals aremore likely to harbor very large dnSVs than their

unaffected siblings or the general population.46,52–54

Furthermore, while parent-of-origin and parental age effects

have been observed for single-nucleotide DNMs, their

impact on dnSV rates remains unclear. Prior studies have

indicated a large paternal contribution to dnSVs,33 while a

maternal bias was reported for a subset of recurrent dnSVs

in other studies.55 Efforts to identify effects of parental

age on dnSV rates have generally failed to show age-based

enrichment but remain inconclusive because of the small

numbers of dnSVs found.33,56

In this study, we analyze the rate of de novomutation for

six major classes of SVs: deletions (DELs), duplications

(DUPs), insertions (INSs, including MEIs), inversions

(INVs), translocations (CTXs), and complex variants that

combine more than one of the previous (CPXs). By study-

ing the genomes of a large cohort of nuclear families, we

provide an accurate, lower-bound measure of the rate of

de novo SV mutation detectable with short-read WGS

data. We also explore the effects of gamete of origin and

parental age on dnSVs and investigate potential rate differ-

ences between ASD-affected individuals and control

individuals.
Material and methods

dnSV identification
We detected SVs in the CEPH and Simons Foundation Autism

Research Initiative (SFARI) cohorts with the GATK-SV discovery

pipeline previously described.11,42 Briefly, GATK-SV is an ensemble

approach that uses multiple established SV detection tools to

maximize sensitivity while reevaluating evidence directly from

BAMs (binary sequence alignment/map files) by using a random

forest classifier to improve specificity in a series of variant classifi-

cationmodules. GATK-SV has flexibility with initial input SV algo-

rithms, and in this case, we ran an amalgamated series of comple-

mentary algorithms that detect SVs on the basis of a variety of

signatures, including discordant paired-end reads (PE), split reads

(SR), and read depth (Delly [v.0.7.8], smoove [v.0.2.4], Manta

[v.1.3.1], Wham [v.1.7.0] and MELT [v.2.1.4], CNVnator [v.0.3.3],

and a custom version of cn.MOPS). Upon completion of the pipe-

line, a VCF (variant call format file) is derived containing adjudi-

cated and integrated SVs from the raw algorithms. Furthermore,

complex SVs57,58 and other SVs involving more than one break-

point (e.g., inversions, reciprocal translocations) are fully resolved.

Centromeres, telomeres, pseudo-autosomal regions, HLA genes,

the mitochondrial genome, and other regions known to be highly

repetitive or otherwise unmappable were excluded.

Akin to single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) and indels,59,60 careful

filtering is required for precise identification of dnSVs. We have

developed a set of post hoc filtering criteria that work from a

GATK-SV VCF. We start with an unfiltered VCF and remove any

unresolved breakpoints, SVs with split read support observed on
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only one side of a breakpoint, and any CNV found to have multi-

allelic copy states making the determination of parental haplo-

types challenging and therefore de novo calling highly inaccurate.

We then exclude any variant with a parental frequency of greater

than 1% for the autism cohort and 10% for the CEPH study (to ac-

count for potential F1 [second-generation] de novo transmissions).

Next, we keep only variants with support in the initial raw callers,

removing any potential genotyping errors, and we investigate

CNV copy state overlap in parents to account for the imprecise

boundaries of depth-based CNV detection that could cause an

inaccurate but overlapping CNV call in a parent or child. Next,

we apply a set of genotype quality (GQ) filters that were deter-

mined by an ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curve analysis

with a truth set derived from molecularly validated dnSVs from a

previous study on a smaller subset (n¼ 2,076) of the total cohort11

and false positives defined as novel de novo variants in those sam-

ples. Both child and parental GQ cutoffs were determined, the

latter of which classifies variants initially predicted to be de novo

that are in fact likely inherited. Optimal GQ parameters were

found for an overall GQ as well as depth-based GQ and PE/SR

GQ, all derived from the genotyping step in GATK-SV and present

in the final VCF. Given the lack of a validated training set for CEPH

and the much smaller sample size, only a simple filter of less than

30 for depth-based GQ and PE/SR GQ in parents was applied. All

variants that passed these filters were manually reviewed via dup-

hold (v.0.2.1),43 IGV,61 SV-Plaudit (v.1.0.0)44 with Samplot

(v.1.0.10),62 and an internal R-based visualization script found in

GATK-SV. In order to reduce the chance of missing a variant of in-

terest, we included all private variants with a passing parental GQ

in the manual investigation. In the SFARI cohort, samples found

to have ten or more de novo events were excluded frommanual re-

view and classified as ‘‘outlier samples’’ (n ¼ 18; 0.4% of children).

No such outliers were excluded in the CEPH cohort.

We investigated potential de novo mosaic events via the

following steps. Using the results of our random forest filtering,

we identify CNVs greater than 10 kb from both depth- and

paired-end/split-read-based algorithms that pass the random for-

est filtering’s p value threshold but not its separation threshold. Af-

ter passing through a step where fragmented variants are stitched

together, we use a cohort-based variant frequency estimate to

identify variants that appear only once in the cohort. We initially

set a variant frequency cutoff of 1% for SFARI, but upon manual

review, we realized this was not stringent enough, so we increased

the frequency cutoff in CEPH to 0.3%. We then use manual cura-

tion of the passing mosaic variants to identify true events as

described above (Figure S1).
Identifying parent of origin for dnSVs
Phasing identifies the parent whose gamete underwent an error

leading to a spontaneous mutation. We used SNVs, which varied

in state between parents and which were inherited heterozygously

(informative sites), to identify localized haplotypes that derived

from either the mother or the father. We developed and applied

a combination of two methods: extended read-based phasing

and SNV allele-balance CNV phasing.
Extended read-based phasing
For each dnSV, we selected reads that supported the variant (split

reads or discordant pairs whose gap and orientation fit the variant)

and then used any nearby heterozygous SNV sites to associate

other reads in the region to the variant haplotype or the reference
The Ame
haplotype, allowing us to extend our search for informative sites

from the variant breakpoints. We then tested for informative site

overlap, using any informative sites up to a maximum distance

from the breakpoints of 5 kb, as long as an overlap with haplo-

type-assigned reads was found. If at least one informative site

was found with read overlap, variant phasing was possible.
SNV allele-balance CNV phasing
CNVs have a predictable effect on the allele balance of SNVs

within the region of the variant. Duplications should approxi-

mately double the number of reads that come from the duplicated

region, while deletions should eliminate reads from the deleted re-

gion. Thus, where the allele balance for informative sites in the re-

gion of the variant shifts, it becomes possible to determine from

which parent the de novo event was inherited. We identified all

informative sites within deletions and tested for hemizygosity,

where an informative site allele that should have been inherited

from one parent instead disappeared and an allele not shared by

both parents was inherited. We similarly identified informative

sites within duplications and identified cases where allele balance

was at least 2:1 rather than the null expectation of 1:1. In some

cases of large CNVs, several informative sites were identified that

gave contradictory phasing results. If at least 95% of sites sup-

ported one parent as the origin, we assigned the variant to that

parent; otherwise, we excluded the variant from phasing.

This combination of phasing strategies allowed us to phase 268/

698 deletions, duplications, inversions, and complex variants, an

improvement on phasing rates for SNVs in previous work.9 Inser-

tion variants proved the most difficult type to phase, as the split

reads and discordant pairs generated by these variants (especially

MEIs, which were the bulk of the insertions in our callset) often

misalign or align to high-copy genomic repeats and are lost,

removing the evidence needed to relate variants to a haplotype.

We therefore did not analyze parent-of-origin effects on insertion

variants.
Predicting causal mechanisms for dnSVs
It is impossible to confidently identify the causal mechanism for

many variants, as no perfect evidence exists to confirm that a spe-

cific mechanism was responsible. However, the sequence context

of a variant often provides clues that can be used to determine

the most likely type of candidate mechanism that could have

led to a variant’s formation. Using methodology similar to a previ-

ous analysis of SV breakpoints inmousemodels,63 we analyzed the

variants in our dnSV set with respect to three broad categories of

mechanism that can lead to creation of a dnSV.
Microhomology-based variants
We grouped together mechanisms that lead to spontaneous rear-

rangement due to microhomology, including MMBIR40 and

FoSTeS.39 For each variant, we collected split reads that spanned

the breakpoints, requiring at least two split reads for each break-

point. This provided strong evidence that the breakpoint coordi-

nates were correctly identified and allowed us to test for homology

of 2–100 bp between the regions upstream and downstream of

each breakpoint. Variants with breakpoints that had microhomol-

ogywere categorized asmost likely deriving frommicrohomology-

based mechanisms. We identified 132 microhomology SVs; 74

were in probands and 58 were in unaffected samples.
rican Journal of Human Genetics 108, 597–607, April 1, 2021 599



Macrohomology-based mechanisms
We used annotations of known segmental duplication pairs to

identify variants that most likely resulted from NAHR. NAHR var-

iants can be difficult to identify with short-read sequencing data,

as lengthy high-identity repeats must flank the resulting variant.

These repeats often mask the signals used to detect SVs by

increasing the difficulty of read mapping and alignment and

may be especially detrimental to the accurate identification of

discordant pairs and split reads, which many SV calling tools

rely on. Extremely large CNVs are the most likely NAHR-derived

variants to be accurately detected, as these can be found using

depth-based CNV callers, such as CNVnator and cn.MOPS. Break-

point resolution was inexact with these variants, as they generally

lacked any confident split-read support (due to flanking repeats).

Thus, we grouped together CNVs whose breakpoints were flanked

by segmental duplications of at least 95% sequence identity. We

required that the end of the first of the pair of segmental duplica-

tion be within a distance of 20% of the CNV length from the start

of the CNV and the start of the second of the segmental duplica-

tion pair be within a distance of 20% of the CNV length from

the end of the CNV because of the extreme error in breakpoint

calling that often arises in repeat-rich regions. 45 dnSVs were as-

signed to the NAHR category, including 36 in probands and 9 in

unaffected samples.

Non-homology-based mechanisms
Variants which were not identified as MEIs and did not have either

macrohomology or microhomology flanking the breakpoints were

classified as non-homology based. These variants may arise from a

number of molecular mechanisms, such as non-homologous end

joining,64, in which double-strand breaks are corrected and filled

in an error-prone manner. We grouped 530 variants as non-homol-

ogy based, including 288 in probands and 242 in unaffected

samples.
Results

Identification of dnSVs

Our analyses focused on two family-based cohorts with

short-read WGS. The first cohort consisted of 572 samples

in 33 large three-generation families from the CEPH-Utah

cohort;65 in total, these families are comprisedof434distinct

mother, father, child trios. The second cohort consisted of

2,384 families from the SFARI Simons Simplex Collection

(SSC66). The SSC cohort includes 443 ASD ‘‘trios’’ (consisting

of one affected child and two unaffected parents) and 1,941

ASD ‘‘quartets’’ (consisting of one affected child, one unaf-

fected child, and two unaffected parents).We excluded sam-

ples that failed quality control analysis (see material and

methods), resulting in a final cohort of 2,363 ASD probands

and 1,938 siblings, all with both parents available. Families

selected had no known history of ASD, increasing the likeli-

hood that SVs contributing to ASD arose de novo in a gamete

transmitted to the affected child.

We applied a comprehensive suite of SV identification al-

gorithms, consisting of Lumpy,31 Manta,29 Delly,32

Whamg,30 CNVnator,35 cn.MOPS,34 andMELT,67 the latter

six as part of the GATK-SV framework.11,42We then filtered

putative dnSVs by using depth-of-coverage43 and visual in-
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spection,44,61 resulting in a set of 804 high-confidence

germline dnSVs, excluding trisomies and sex chromosome

anomalies (Figure 1, Table S1).

Although a much smaller cohort, the unique, three-gen-

eration composition of the CEPH-Utah families enables

direct measurement of the rate of false positive dnSV calls.

Because these families have a median of eight (min ¼ 4,

max ¼ 16) offspring in the third generation, any dnSV de-

tected in a sample from the second generation of a CEPH-

Utah family should have a 50% probability of transmission

to each third-generation child. For example, the chance of

at least one child inheriting a true dnSV from the second-

generation parent is typically over 99% (e.g., 1 � 0.58 for a

family with eight children in the third generation). Thus,

any predicted dnSV observed in a second-generation indi-

vidual that is absent from all third-generation offspring is

considered a false positive. We identified eight second-gen-

eration dnSVs in theCEPH families, all of whichwere trans-

mitted to at least one third-generation offspring.

The SV discovery and filtering methods we employed

were closely based on those used in the analysis of dnSVs

from a small subset of the SSC cohort containing 2,076

of the samples included in this study.11 In that analysis,

171 dnSVs were detected and 168 validated through PCR

and Sanger sequencing assays, and there was a validation

rate of 97% (163 dnSVs). Microarray assays were also em-

ployed to test the sensitivity via sequencing-based SV call-

ing in that study, for dnCNVs over 40 kb (due to the rela-

tively weaker resolution of microarrays), resulting in an

estimated 2.5% false discovery rate and 99.6% sensitivity.

Together, these validations suggest a low false discovery

rate in CEPH as well as SFARI.

Another potential problem in dnSV detection is a false

negative SV call in a parent sample, which leads to the

false labeling of an inherited SV in the child as a DNM.

To test for this, we also called dnSVs in the third generation

of the CEPH cohort, resulting in 54 putative dnSVs. We

then visually scrutinized the evidence in the parents and

grandparents of each third-generation CEPH sample with

a dnSV call. We examined IGV and Samplot62 images

that included the offspring sample, both parents, and

both sets of grandparents and carefully examined each

for any missed split read, discordant pair, or coverage

depth signals indicating that the putative dnSV was actu-

ally a missed transmission event. This provided an extra

opportunity to detect elusive inherited variants. In 53 of

the third-generation CEPH dnSVs, no evidence was de-

tected in parents or grandparents to support the variant,

while one variant presented a complex breakpoint pattern

in one parent and one grandparent, which might have re-

sulted in the third-generation dnSV call (Figure S2). We

therefore estimate that ~2% of variants identified as dnSVs

could be cases of missed transmission.

Many of the dnSVs we identified affect genic regions of

the genome. We found that 484 dnSVs (as well as 42 so-

matic mosaic SVs, excluded from other analyses) overlap-

ped gene annotations retrieved from GENCODE68 via
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Figure 1. dnSVs identified in SFARI SSC
The count of dnSVs of each SV type found in 2,363 ASD probands
and 2,372 unaffected samples.
GGD.69 Our analyses revealed that 225 of these overlaps

impacted coding sequence, including 153 dnSVs in pro-

bands and 72 in unaffected samples (Table S2).

Analysis of dnSV rates and gamete of origin

We combined the SSC and CEPH dnSV sets, yielding a final

set of 865 germline dnSVs in 4,735 offspring genomes

(9,599 genomes with parents included), including 2,363

ASD probands and 2,372 unaffected offspring. Of the 785

samples with at least one dnSV, one contained four events,

nine contained three each, and 59 contained two each.

Prior studies involving fewer families have shown that

ASD-affected individuals are often enriched for dnSVs

compared to unaffected siblings.46,52–54 One study11

analyzedWGS in 519 SFARI families that were pre-screened

for de novo loss-of-function variants or large CNVs and

found no enrichment of dnSVs in probands. We leveraged

this now much larger set of SSC and CEPH families to test

the dnSV rate for probands and unaffected controls

(Figure 2A). We found a statistically significant increase in

dnSVs among ASD probands (486 dnSVs/2,363 affected in-

dividuals) compared to unaffected samples (379 dnSVs/

2,372 unaffected samples; p ¼ 0.0008, Fisher’s exact test).

The rate of dnSVs in this cohortwas therefore onemutation

for every 0.2056 births in probands and one mutation for

every 0.1598 births in control individuals. This enrichment

was significant for duplications (p¼ 0.0212, Figure S3A) yet

not significant for deletions (p¼ 0.0556, Figure S3B) orAlu-

family MEIs (p ¼ 0.7036, Figure S3C).

We developed a method to use informative SNVs within

or near dnSVs to determine the parental gamete of origin

(the mutation’s haplotype phase) for de novo deletions, du-

plications, inversions, and complex variants. 268 dnSVs

successfully phased, including 38.4% of all dnSVs of those

types (see material and methods for additional details).

This analysis revealed an enrichment for paternally derived

SVs in both probands and unaffected samples (Figure 2B).

Among unaffected samples, 66 (66%) dnSVs arose on the

paternal gamete and 34 (34%) from the maternal gamete;

these rates were significantly different (Fisher’s exact test;

p ¼ 0.00972). Similarly, among probands, 125 (74.4%)

dnSVshadapaternal origin and43 (25.6%)werematernally

derived; the difference in these rates was also statistically

significant (p < 0.0001, Fisher’s exact test).
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Age effects on dnSV rates

An important unanswered question is whether dnSV rates

increase with parental age. Parental-age effects on the rate

of de novo single-nucleotide mutations have been previ-

ously identified and are an important factor in profiling

the likely causes of genetic disease in individuals with older

parents. A goal of our study was therefore to determine

whether there is a similar increase in the rate of dnSVs

with parental age. We used the father’s age at birth of the

child as a proxy for parental age and grouped samples by

dnSV status (0 versus 1 or more dnSVs) and then per-

formed a one-sidedWilcoxon rank-sum test for an increase

in paternal age among samples with a dnSV versus those

without (Figure 3). In probands, we found no significant

difference in the distributions of father’s ages between

the two groups (p ¼ 0.554), while in unaffected samples,

we found a significant increase in father’s ages (p ¼
0.033) that did not remain significant after Bonferroni

multiple test correction for two tests (adjusted p ¼
0.066). We estimate that we have 80% power to detect a

mean paternal age difference of 0.851 and 0.940 years be-

tween samples having a dnSV versus those without a dnSV

in probands and unaffected samples, respectively

(Figure S4). Thus, while undetectable within our cohort,

a parental age bias may still exist, albeit with a much

weaker effect than observed for some other types of muta-

tions, such as dnSNVs; detecting a statistically significant

age effect will most likely require an even larger cohort. A

potential confounding variable in this comparison is the

known effect of paternal age on risk for ASD,70 which

could act to decrease our power to detect a parental age ef-

fect in ASD probands.

We tested for effects of either paternal or maternal age by

using the subset of dnSVs that had been phased to a

parental gamete of origin (165 probands with dnSVs, 85

unaffected samples with dnSVs) and found no difference

in parental ages between samples with or without a dnSV

(one-sidedWilcoxon rank-sum test, Figure S5).We hypoth-

esize that this lack of correlation speaks to the inherently

different mechanisms underlying point mutations and

structural changes, as the increase in point mutation rate

with parental age is substantial and reproducible. As a con-

trol, we also performed a Poisson regression to test the ef-

fect of paternal age on the rate of de novo single-nucleotide

mutations in this cohort and, as expected given prior find-

ings,9,12 we found a significant correlation (p < 2e�16) be-

tween the number of dnSNVs and the age of the father for

both unaffected samples and probands (Figure S6). We also

tested for a correlation between the number of dnSNVs

and the presence of dnSVs and found that samples with

a dnSV have a significantly greater number of dnSNVs

(Figure S7), yet the mechanistic basis of this correlation is

unclear.

Next, we tested for parental-age effects on rates of the

most common SV types: deletions (254 in probands, 202

in unaffected samples), duplications (120 in probands, 82

in unaffected samples), and MEIs (87 in probands, 78 in
rican Journal of Human Genetics 108, 597–607, April 1, 2021 601
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Figure 2. Comparisons of dnSV rates
(A) Comparison by Fisher’s exact test of dnSV rates in probands
versus siblings.
(B) Comparison by Fisher’s exact test of dnSV rates from variants
phased to maternal or paternal gamete in probands and siblings.
unaffected samples). We used father’s age as a proxy for

parental age and found no enrichment with paternal age

in deletions or duplications, although there was an in-

crease in de novo MEI (dnMEI) risk to unaffected samples

with increased paternal age (difference in means 2.18

years, p¼ 0.004, not significant after Bonferroni correction

for eight tests, Figure S8). The dnMEI age effect may there-

fore drive the signal detected in analysis of all SV types

shown in Figure 3, as neither of the other common SV

types showed a significant enrichment. This may reflect

the fundamentally different mechanisms underlying

dnMEIs and argues for future research, especially with

long-read sequencing technologies that offer greater power

to characterize MEIs.

Mechanisms responsible for dnSVs

Identifying the primarymechanisms responsible for dnSVs

is of fundamental interest to characterizing mutational

hotspots and to understanding the mutational forces

driving evolution of genome structure. However, inferring

the exact mechanism underlying each SV is complicated

by imprecise breakpoint mapping and low sequence

complexity at SV breakpoints. We therefore grouped vari-

ants into three categories based on the degree of sequence

homology observed at each dnSV breakpoint, an essential

feature for several known mechanisms of structural varia-

tion, and analyzed mechanistic correlations with parental

origin in the 268 phased variants (Figure 4A).

We found that CNVs flanked by segmental duplications,

which are potential substrates for NAHR36–38, were group-

ed together in the macrohomology (MACRO-HOM) class.

Small NAHR variants are difficult to detect, as the flanking

homology at the breakpoints can decrease paired-end read

signals and depth-of-coverage fluctuations that are used by

Illumina-based SV-detection methods to identify variants,

but large CNVs derived fromNAHR are readily detected; we

identified 45 NAHR-derived mutations with a median

length of 1.5 Mb. Various mechanisms of SVs are identifi-

able by short sequences of breakpoint-flanking microho-

mologies, including FoSTeS39 and MMBIR.40 We therefore

grouped dnSVs with a 2–10 bp homologous sequence
602 The American Journal of Human Genetics 108, 597–607, April 1,
flanking breakpoints as the microhomology (MICRO-

HOM) class. Finally, we grouped variants with no break-

point homology, most likely resulting from incorrect

joining of double-strand breaks in many cases,41 as the

NON-HOM (non-homology) class. Only two variants

that we could capture from short-read WGS had break-

point homology outside these size categories (18 and

22 bp).

We categorized all dnSVs except MEIs, for a total of

707 events, by the extent of breakpoint homology and

inferred the mechanistic class most likely responsible

(see material and methods for details). The majority of

dnSVs (530, ~75%) lacked sequence homology, while

fewer exhibited either macro-homology (45, ~6%) or mi-

cro-homology (132, ~19%). More dnSVs derived from

the paternal gamete in each mechanism class. There

were similar rates of micro-homology and non-homol-

ogy dnSVs in probands and unaffected samples but a

higher rate of macro-homology dnSVs in probands (n

¼ 36 versus n ¼ 9). This may relate to the large size of

those variants (1.5 Mb) as compared to the 5.4 kb me-

dian length of all deletions and duplications we discov-

ered. This substantially larger variant size also increases

the risk of impacting genes or regulatory elements poten-

tially involved in development of ASD. As 268, or about

38%, of these dnSVs were successfully phased, the anal-

ysis of parental effect on mechanism includes 25 macro-

homology dnSVs, 54 microhomology dnSVs, and 189

non-homology dnSVs (Figure 4A). We found eight

distinct macro-homology dnSVs that occurred in multi-

ple samples, most likely via NAHR owing to the flanking

segmental duplications, and appear in a total of 23 pro-

bands and two unaffected samples. These included

dnSVs in regions with reported ties to ASD on chromo-

somes 7, 15, and 1671,72 (Table S3).

Many insertion variants were identified as MEIs. The

active classes ofMEIs consist of L1, Alu, and SVA retrotrans-

posable elements (Figure 1). We identified 110 de novo Alu

events, 15 de novo SVA events, and 20 de novo L1 events in

probands and unaffected samples for approximate rates of

1 Alu per 42 births, 1 SVA per 309 births, and 1 L1 per 231

births. These rates of Alu-family DNMs are quite similar to

a recently reported measurement of 1 Alu per 40 births in

the CEPH cohort,51 while L1 and SVA rate incongruity

(each reported in that study as 1/63 births) could result

from the approximate 10-fold difference in cohort size,

our exclusion of somatic mosaic events (which were

included in the Feusier et al., 201951 rates), or from use

of three independent MEI detection software tools in

that study to achieve extremely high variant recovery.

MEI rates were similar between probands and unaffected

samples. An additional 12 insertion variants did not

belong to any MEI family.

Finally, we compared the sizes of de novo deletions, dupli-

cations, and inversions found in ASD probands and unaf-

fected samples. After Benjamini-Hochberg multiple test

correction (with alpha ¼ 0.05), we found no significant
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Figure 3. Correlations of paternal age and dnSV rate
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differences except for the two largest size bins, containing

dnSVs impacting at least 100 kb. Such large dnSVs were

observed in 112 probands compared to 38 unaffected sam-

ples (Figure 4B). This enrichment reflects the known role of

large genomic alterations in ASD.46,52–54
Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the largest direct measurement of

dnSVs from family-based WGS to date. Our results demon-

strate that parent of origin is the predominant factor influ-

encing the frequency of dnSVevents.We also reproduce the

well-established result that the de novo rates of SVs and sin-

gle-nucleotide mutations are higher in ASD probands than

in unaffected samples. Although there is consensus that the

burden of single-nucleotide and insertion-deletion germ-

line mutations increases with parental age, we find that

any correlation between parental age and the burden of de

novo structural variation in this studymust bemodest if pre-

sent at all. This result suggests that fundamentally different

endogenous and exogenous mechanisms create de novo

point mutations versus structural mutations, and our re-

sults suggest an increased negative selective pressure on

large chromosomal rearrangements.

We discovered large NAHR events (n¼ 45; median size¼
1.5 Mb) identified by the presence of large, high-identity

segmental duplications flanking the breakpoints of the

dnSV. The size of these mutations may explain much of

the imbalance between rates in ASD probands and unaf-

fected samples of potential NAHR-derived variants, since

larger variants are more likely to be deleterious and are

known to be under stronger negative selection.73,74 Identi-

fication of repeat-flanked variants is also quite difficult in

some cases, especially in small regions, so smaller macro-

homology-mediated SVs most likely were not detected.

The extensive high-identity breakpoint homologies that
The Ame
are required for NAHR increase the difficulty of mapping

and alignment, greatly decreasing the signal of discordant

pairs and split reads used by most SV detection algorithms.

Smaller variants caused by NAHR are also likely to be

missed by depth-based SV calling tools, as the deviations

in depth of coverage are often too small for confident

assessment of copy number status. Our discovery of a

mechanism bias in these ASD-affected individuals is there-

fore most probably driven by size rather than mechanism.

We note that we identified 63 CNVs in the SSC cohort

and two in the CEPH cohort that appear to be somatic in

origin and mosaic in blood cells. These mutations had

strong discordant and split-read alignment evidence but

little to no impact on depth of coverage, most likely re-

flecting their low cellular prevalence. A similar number

of blood-mosaic mutations were observed in probands

(n ¼ 35) and unaffected samples (n ¼ 30). Because these

mutations did not arise in the germline, they were

excluded from our mutation rate analyses. However, de-

pending on when these mutations arose in development,

some may be transmittable to the next generation if they

arose prior to the establishment of the individual’s germ

cell lineage. None of these somatic dnSVs were shared

by siblings.

Overall, our analysis of DNMs in over 2,300 families has

established confident lower-bound estimates for the rate of

SV mutation in the human germline and has quantified

the effects of parental age on dnSV risk, as well the mech-

anisms underlying dnSVs. Although studying the genomes

of more than 4,300 offspring and their parents provides

substantial power to estimate de novo structural mutation

rates, we emphasize that our estimates are lower bounds.

While SV detection with short, paired-end WGS has

improved dramatically over the last decade, sensitivity re-

mains a challenge, especially for smaller SVs, insertions,

and repeat-mediated SVs. Recent comparisons of SVs de-

tected with short-read and long-read technologies, such

as PacBio or Oxford Nanopore Technologies, found that

thousands of SVs were missed by short-read technolo-

gies28,45 and quantified the relative impact of sequence

context on detection rates. Therefore, we anticipate that

future studies of dnSVs based upon long-reads will increase

the detection of dnSVs, especially for smaller mutations

arising in tandem-repeat sequences that are known to be

hypermutable.75
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Figure 4. A comparison of dnSV breakpoint homology and size among probands and unaffected samples
(A) Counts of phased variants grouped by predicted mechanism class, parent of origin, and affected status. Mechanism classes include
those characterized by no sequence homology at breakpoints (NON-HOM), microhomology at breakpoints (MICRO-HOM), or macro-
homology (matching segmental duplications) at breakpoints (MACRO-HOM).
(B) Variants binned by size and compared between probands and unaffected samples. The fraction of dnSVs assigned to each bin is sta-
tistically similar except in the largest two bins where sizes are 100 kb to 1 Mb andR1 Mb. The difficulty of determining the size of inser-
tion variants, especially mobile element insertions, led to exclusion of those variants from this figure.
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